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Social Media
Ahonen, Lietsala (2007)
Managing Service Ideas and Suggestions
– Information Systems in Innovation Brokering

In Social Media people voluntarily share content (for example videos, text,
images, music) through online platforms and with the help of applications
that base on social software. It is typical that there are several ways for the
people to communicate and to interact, and registration as a member is
more of a rule than an exception.

The content has its own audience as the traditional media (tv, radio,
magazines, newspapers), but people themselves are “editors” and
“producers” of the content. This means there is only little if no moderating
for the content from others before publishing.

The authors of social media enjoy content made by themselves, copied
from others and mash-ups that contain a mix of content possibly from
several authors.
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5The current social media core
services compound several
resources from different
sources into innovative end
results.
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Brokers translate, coordinate and align perspectives from
multiple communities. When a person or an organization belongs
to different communities and transfers different practices from
one to another, they act as brokers (Wenger 1998).
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“As innovation
becomes a more open
process, intermediate
markets have now
arisen in which parties
can transact at stages
which previously were
conducted entirely
within the firm.”
Chesbrough (2006, 14)
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Keystroke logging (keylogging)
captures the user's keystrokes.

Weblogs can be used for “klogging”, as a
tool for personal and corporate knowledge
management (Bowman & Willis 2003).
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Del.icio.us
Some brokers rely on a strategy for exploiting the networked
nature of the innovation process (Hargadon & Sutton 1997).
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Rise
and shine!

Skype katri.lietsala
Phone +358 40 7499072
www.somelab.fi

E-mail mikko.ahonen@uta.fi
Blog http://beyondcreativity.blogs.com

http://www.somelab.fi
mailto:E-mailmikko.ahonen@uta.fi
http://beyondcreativity.blogs.com
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